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Introduction

Flow of Image Classification Task
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Labeled dataset Unlabeled dataset



Framework of Contrastive Learning

Framework
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 Loss function (Margin Triplet loss)

• 𝑦: class, 𝑥: image data, 𝜃: neural network parameter, 𝜖: margin 



Problem statement & key idea

Problem statement

 They want to simplify the recently proposed contrastive self-supervised 

learning algorithm without requiring special architectures or memory 

banks.
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Key idea

 Increase the batch size to do a lot of contrast training without memory 

banks

 Finding the best augmentation combination experimentally



Method

Framework

 : projection head (Multi Layer perceptron)

 : Encoder head (Resnet)

 : Augmentation function
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Larger Batch Size

Algorithm
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 Do not use memory bank by 

increasing batch size

 Loss function for positive pair:



Experiment

Comparison of results for different experiments

 The authors demonstrate the advantages of SimCLR through an 

experimental method.

1. Experiments on data augmentation

2. Experiments on projection head configuration

3. Experiments on batch size
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Experiments on data augmentation

Composition of data augmentation operations is crucial for learning good 

representations

 Comparing the performance of different configurations for two phases 

of augmentation
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Linear evaluation (ImageNet top-1 accuracy) under individual or 
composition of data augmentation.



Experiments on data augmentation

Contrastive learning needs stronger data augmentation than supervised 

learning

 Experiments show that unsupervised contrastive learning benefits from 

stronger (color) data augmentation than supervised learning
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Top-1 accuracy of unsupervised contrastive learning and supervised learning using linear 
evaluation , under varied color distortion strength and other data transformations



Experiments on projection head configuration

A nonlinear projection head improves the representation quality of the 

layer before it

 Nonlinear projection is better than a linear projection (+3%), and much 

better than no projection (>10%)
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Experiments on batch size

Contrastive learning benefits (more) from larger batch sizes

 shows the impact of batch size when models are trained for different 

numbers of epochs.
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Supervised contrastive learning

 Issue of SimCLR

 Images of the same class can also be composed of negative pairs
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Problem statement & key idea

Problem statement

 They want to train the same class images as positive pairs by using 

label information.
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Key idea

 propose a loss for supervised learning that builds on the contrastive 

self-supervised literature by leveraging label information



Supervised Contrastive Losses

Notation
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: Set of N randomly sampled sample/label pairs

: Set of two random augmentation of

and are two random augmentation of 

: The index of an arbitrary augmented sample

: The the index of the other augmented sample originating from the same source sample



Comparison of two loss functions 

They determine a better loss function through experimentation.

 In the experiment,        shows better performance.

 Also, Jensen's inequality shows that        is the upper limit of       .
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 Jensen’s inequality



Performance Comparison

Comparison of multiple datasets

Comparison to Imagenet
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Conclusion

The performance of contrastive learning was improved by increasing the 

batch size.

Through experiments, they proposed an effective augmentation 

combination for contrastive learning.

The performance of contrastive learning was improved by using label 

information.
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